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The dimensional parameters of ~am-compression ~ower
plants are-related in this analysis to their t&ust and
economy performance, and tie speed and range performance
possibilities or a family of pilotless alrpla~ep powered
with such a power plant ara $nvestlgated.

The performance calculationswere made for a power
plant In which the air enters the nose at stream velocity,
a normal shock occurs Inside the nose, the subsonic flow
-expandsthrough an expanding diffuser to the velocity at
the entrance of the combustion ohamber, fuel is added
and burping takes place in a constant-area-tube,tmd thq

air expands h superso~lc veloplty thrmgh a contracting
and expanding rmzzle to stream pressure. A specific
fuel oonsumpt~on of 0.46 pound per thrust-horsepower-
hour and a thrust of 3750 pounds per square foot of
Qabustlon-okwqber area appears possible-at -sealevel at
a fue?.-airratio of ~.0~>.

.

In the study of.~otless-oplan- perf’ormanqe,a
body.with a conical nose aqd-a qlindrical -~terbody was
mounted on circular-ar$-sect$gnwings that had a thlokness
ratio of 5 percent in the stremanjlireotlo~.All the
11.ftws-ounsldered to be carried on the wings. The
lift.and dnag were-.mlculated by the Ackeret theory for
.two-dlmens$.onal.flow at supemOn&c speeds. Perform-
ance was Qalaulated for wide rmges ‘of the.b.as@”-para-
meters.of’.power-plant slze, gross weight, and wing_area.
-L range of 1200”miles %ume=s’pasa Ibla And speeds UP to
~00(1.~leg “perhour.(Ma-& .numb-&of 4) wema-

.
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The calculated motor characteristics
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of subsonic
rem-compression engines, the ‘constantsused in the
-computations?and the equations used in computing per-
fmmance are given in appendixes. ~ example showing
the method of computing thrust is included.

“ INTRODUCTION “ .

Jet-propulsion systems using atmospheric air for
combustion are the rqn-compression engine of the
intermittent-flow type and the jet-propulsion unit
employing a blower, both of which have proved useful
at subsonic velocities. Beth these systems have maxl~
mum pressures greater than ram compression. As flight
speed is increased, more pressure is availeble from ram
compression and less reliance needs to be placed on
auxiliary devices for -oQtaininghigh pressures. At
supersonic velocities the continuous-flow rmn-compression
unit has a compression high en~ugh for good efficiency
end has ,a large mass flow of air ~er unit frontal area,
which gives high power output.

In the present paper performance computations are
made covering the speed range from al!achnumber ~fl.5 to one
of4.O. (Calculated engine characteristics of subsonic
ram+compresslon engines are given in appendix A.) The .
rem-jet engine nerforme.nce1s treated as “anaerodynamic”
and thermod~emic problem and the nerforr.anteof the
engines is given GS a function of the =eas, velocities
and temperatures involved in the design of such a unit.
The engine ??erformenceiS presented as the thrust per
unit combus.tlon-chemberareati“

The airplenes upon which the com?utatlons ere m
carried out consist of: (1) a fuselage housing the
engine”unit with a frontal area ~qual to the frontal
area of the engtne; (2) wings of circulsr~arc and “
diamond-wedge types, 5,percent or less in thickness
ratio and with areas varying with the ‘wing loading;
(3) tall surfaces of the same types as the wing. The -
external lift and drag of the wing, body, and tnil
surfaces are based on the theoretical work of Ackeret “
and Busemann (references 1 .to~), which”haa experimental
verification and Is sufficiently accurate for high
fineness ratios. Speed and range performances.are “
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, computed for wide ranges of the basic parameters of .
weight,”po~er~plant mea, wing abea, and altitude. ●

There are numerous major problems te be encountered
in the mmcessf’ul des@n and’operailon of’a ram-jet
powered “a$rplanethat are beyond the scope of this paper.
Among these phoblems are take-oi?fer.lgunohing, landing?
structural design, stability, oontrol, bupner dehign,
and”.coolhg. These problems will ta.h considerable time
and ingenuity to surmount.

AFUWYSIS OF SUPERSONIC RA?&CWPRll~SION POWER PLANTS
.

. The following analysis 3.sdevoted to a description
“ of the ~ower-~lan~ coni%urations, a desoriptlon of the
power-piant o~cle, and ~ analysla or the n~wer “and
econo~ performance.

PGwer-P16u3tConfiguration

.

The power plant is “aduct consisting of an entranoe
Or compression region,. a combustion chamber, and an
exhaust nozzle. Sohematic drawings showin& tne cbn- .
figurations of the ducts upon which the calculations of
this paper are bpsed are shown in figure 1. “The leading
edge is a sharp ring formed by the intersection of the
conical external surface with the.internal surfice of
the duct.

Computations are presented for three configurations
of the compression ~eglon ef the ducts. In figure 1(a)
the compression region consists of a gradually expanding
oone, ● r diffuser, which b’eginsat the leading ewe and
extends to the combustion chamber. In ftgure l.(b)the .
compression region begins as a circular cylinder, or
pipe, -ind the pipe folhws. the expanding oone 3eading-
te the combustion chamber. The purpose of intr~ducing
the pipe is to form a c~go space between the inner and
outer shells ahead ●f the cqnbustion chamber. In
figure l(o) ‘thecompression region begins as a short .
‘owntracting cone givimg a small reduction in duct area,
The contraothg part is followed by an expanding cone
extending to..thecombustion chamber* me PWpose Or
adding the contracting cone, or supersonic diffuser, is “.
ta”deorease the stream veloclty before the occurrence

.

. . .
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of normal shock”. Test data ~oi this.tfie of entrance .
for the part of the duct”from”station 1 to station 4
were obtained from reference 4.

The combustion chmber 1S s~nply a circular cylin-
der. Fuel Is added at the beglnning”of-the‘combustion
,chamber. The cross-aectlonql area of the combustion
chamber is used herein as “areference area. ,.8-“ .

The exhaust nozzle, of’“theLaval type, consists of
a contracting section to speed up the gases to the
local velocity of sound at the thqoat and an expanding
section for obtaining supersonic gas speeds.

Aerodynamic and Ther%odyyamlc Cycle.

The cycle ctfthe ‘supersonicr-am-jetmotor cqperating
at design conditions is described-for the entrance-
region configuration of figure l(b), which is a more
general case than the oonf~guratj.on0$’figure l(a). gle
cycle is illustrated by a diagram shdwing the variation
of pressure, velocity, and temper~ture (fig. 2(a)) and
a pressure-volume diagram (fig, 2(b)). The air enters
the duct at free-streem velocity. Immediately inside
the duct a normal shock weva reduces the velocity.to a
subsonic value and creates a sudden rise in pressure.
This compression is shown in figure 2(a) as a vertical
line at”titation2 and In f$gure 2(b) as a line con-
necting stations 1 and 2. After tble shock we.vethe air
flows tl”.roughthe cylindrical part of the duct at sub-
sonic velocity and a friction pressure drop from
stations 2 tc 3. results. ~ fyrther compression is then
abtalned by a reduction in”’airvelocfty through #he
diffuser cone, stations ~ to ~. . ● .

Station 4 is at the.entrance to the combustion
chamber. .Here the velocit

d
is Rt its ininimunvahM &nd

the pressure at its maxim . At this point the fue~
is added. As the burning progresses, an expansion takes
place together with a.proportionate speeding up o: the
gases because the cross-sectional krea of the combustion
chamber is constant. The acceleration of the gases.and
the friction losses produc~ a drop @ pressure horn.
stations 4 to 5, as”shown in figure 2(b).””Part of the
diagrams where the-curves are not dlearly defined are
dashed.

.
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The exhaust nozzle, at~tlons 5 to ~, accelerates .
the gsses from subsonic to aupersonlc velocity as it

. expands the ga.s+esfr~omthe-rorr.essureat the end of corn+
bustion to atmospheric pressure at.the-end of the nozzl~-;-

●

✎ ✎

Constants Used tn Power-plant Computations. . .
.-

The constants used In the power-plant an~lysis are
Mated below. A complete list of the conditions assumed
‘for the analysis Is give-nin appendix B, and the symbols” .
are defined In appendix C.

(1) The frlctioq factor.is O.00~0 in ‘the-entrance
pipe. This value can be obtained”only in a smooth,
polished pipe?

(2) The subsonic diffuser haa efiefficiency of
90 percent.

(3) The l~wer ~Le~thg Ve.lueof fuel is 19;000
Eri~ish thermal units per pcwmd. *

(4) IncomPl~te c~~bustton md heat transfer through
the combustion-chamberwalls are accounted forcby a
combustion efficiency factsr shown in figure lb.

(5) The ratio of specific heats varies with temper-
‘at&e and fut?l-a~rratio (figs. 15(a) and 15(b)).

(6) The friction pressure 10SS in the combustion
chamber is 10 percent of the avsrage dynamic pressure.

(’7) %e efiaust-gas velccity.at the n~zzle exit is
9? percent Of the value for isentropic expsnsfon te the
pressure at the nozz~e exit..

“Power-Plant Performance

Ftgures 3(a) tc 3(d) “givepower-?lant data for ram-
Jet units with a cylindrical-pfpe entrance. The pipe
has sufficient length to make the over-~11 len@h-
diameter ratio of the airplane fuselage 10. Figures”3(e)
and 3(f) are for ram-jet units with supersonic-diffuser.
entrances. TIM stream Mach n~ber 1,673 was chosen
because experimental data are available for this value:
Figure 3 is for a Fuel-air ratio of’0.033 and an altitu~.s
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af 35,500 feet. .This altitude Was”’”.ohoskm’becmse :t is”
In the,lower edge of the stratosphere, or co&ta”nt-
temperature region. Figure 3 sho*s”the thrust per - “
squere foot of combustion-ahamber area.””F/~, maximum “- “.
“temperatureoccurring in the cycle t5, and-the ratic
of three importent @reps tq the cornbu=tlon-chaubar.
area: entrence area A24, nozzle-throat erea A6/l@
and nozzle-exit area. ~/& all expressed es functions
of the velocity at entrkce to the combustion chamber

%’. .
The combustion-chamber entrmce veloclt~ Is a sig-

nificant parf?metarbecause, f’orany given .flight?Mch
number and compression efficiency, this velocity
determines the mass flow per unit “combustion-chamberarea
end the compression ratio and influences the fricticmal
losses. Both power and economy ere therefore affected
by the combustion-chember velocity. The ratio ,ofnose-
entrance area to combustion-chamber area determines, f’ar
given”inltlal.stream condition and compression efficiency,
the velGcity at entrance to the combustion ohamber. The
lower limit M the oombust~on-chamber velocity is zere,
which corresponds t~ a nose area of z.erc. .Anupper
limit .isthe value that produces the speed of Soun’dat .
the combustion-chamber exit and chokes the ‘flow. “ -

Inasmuoh as the thrust per”square f~ot Gf combusti~n-
chember area is given,the thrust of any size unit may be
obtained by multiplying the thrust per unit area by the
combustion-chamber area. AIsG, If such small effects as
the change in friction factor with a change in Reynolds .
number are neglected and all independent osrameters
exceptdensity are held constmt, the.thrust obtainable
at a given atmospheric temperature is proportion~l .to
atmospheric density. Since standard atmospheric temper-
ature Is constant above the altitude for which the
charts ere constructed, 35,500 :eet, the plowerat any
higher altitude can be obtained by multlnlying the power
as reed from figure .3 by the reletive-density ratlot
Likewise, the arees given are RISO.valid for standard
conditions at any higher altitude. .

18 larger thanwhen ~ .
effective drtigarea.

~, .% becomes the
In ormderto locate the-maximum”“

thrust per unit effective ilragaree for cmplete
. .
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expansion tizzlea, a ourve of “F/~ ia “Introducedf’or
the range where A7 la larger than “~. The negative
slope td?this ourve shows #at the Oomplete =Wq?!op.
nozzle gives a reduction in thrust-drag ratio in this
:~e .of~ vertical line is drawn on figure 3(a) at %IE4

~ maK~8. ~/~ eqWl to unity. Sohematlc
drawings on figume 3 Illustrate the proportions of the
dUOt8●

...

Stream Mach number has dmsrked effect on ~um
flame tanperature; t5 is.lnoreased from.1990° J?to
312 0 F by azxhorease In st~e~ Idachhumbpr from 1.5
to 1 .-O(fi&”. 3(a) and 3(d)). Also, figure 3 stiws that “
at the lower Mach numbers the combustion-ohamber
velocity has an appreciable effect on temperature, For
“example, at a Ma@ nwgbqr.o~ 1.5,.thk temperature drops
150° F for an Increase”in

%
of @ feet per second.

At a Maoh number of 4.0 the op is oily 6° F for an
equal change in ‘4”

Flgue 3(g) gives a comparison of the’design thrust
at a fuel-elr ratio of ~.~~~ of t% ram-cgnpressf.one~ines
treated herein with the statl~ thrust per square foot of
frontal area of a turbocompressor ~et-propulsionunit in
ourrent use, designed for high thzmst output. The
thrust of the turbojet unit is seen to be between the
thrusts of’subsmlc and supersonic ram~compresslon units.

Fl~e 3(h) shows the temperature and pressure of
the air at the entranoe to the combustion chamber. The
purpose of this figure is to give Information pertinent
.tothe ignltlon problem. For a stream Mach number
of 4..0,the temperature of the alF is above the ignition
temperature for many fuels at the pressure obtained.
The fig’be ismade for pipe entrances for an over-all
length-diameter ratio of 10 and a veloclky at entr@noe
to oombuatlon.’ohamber”of 250 feet per second. A ohange
In the length-diameter ratio or entrtice velocity has a
negligible effeot on Ignition qualztlea. Stream Maoh
number and altltude have a slgnifioant effect.

In figure k(a) are shown moss ~lots of the basic
thrusts obtained Ip figure 3 as functions of stream Maoh
number. .Inaddition, the thmst with entrance pipes for
an over-all length-diameter ratiQ of 15 and the thrust
for the ease $n whloh the pipe length Is zero q?e also -
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shown. The thrust Iricresmes”~a,pidlyto ~a~ach,-er - “
of .3.“ At”a Mach number-of’k.t~ t@us.t begins to .
decre~s”ebeoause of’the-,decreased efficiency of pres”s~p
recovery across the shock waw. ,.. . ..

.,,. . .
The 8&erson2c-d~ft%s.er entr&ce gives the greatest .

thrusts @d the longest pipes tlie””,lowes~”thrusts,
although there Is not a great difference.. The object of. .
ohanging th”eproportions (over-all”length-diameter
ratio) Is to investigate c~ses with different amounts of
cargo space forward of.the combustion ohamber. The fuel
c&tpacltybf the wing tanks of a$rplanes traveling at .
supersonic speeds Is necess.arll.ysnail beeause of the low
thickness ratios of the wlngs~
in anpendix B.) “

(Wing volume8 are tra%@d.
.

Values.of specific fuel consaiqXlon for the same -
power plants ret elso shown in.figure ~1-(a). Units of~”
pounds per horsepower-how =e used because of the
familiarity mf”this umlt for the conventional engine. .
When the.cooling and propeIler Losses.of the con. “ “
ventional engine are considered, the economy shown at a
Maoh number of 1=5 equals that of.a conventional-engine
prnpe~ler system et desi~ speed and millta.rypower, at -’ “
Q Mach number of 2 equals the economy nf the engine pro- ‘
peller systems in cruis~,. and at a Mach number of 3. .. .
or-k Is better th~n that of.the most efficient ~ngtne. ..
propeller system.

... .

Fi~”e L(b) shows the””thrustand economy of power . .
plants designed to operate-at sea level with a :uel-cir
re.ttoof ‘;OC-3.

z
The r’esf.msRave entranoe pines for a

length-dlame er ratio of IO. Favorable thrusfiand ~
economy are shewn. For example, et a Mach number of 2.0
the cmputed thrust 1s 3000 pounds per square foot.of
combustion-chamber erea and the specific fuel con-
sumption is 0.b5 pound per thrust-horsepower-hour. “At
a Mach number of 3,2 the thrust is 3750 pcunds per
s uare fcot end the specffic fuel consumption is
$60. pound per thrust-horsepower-hour.

Operation of a power Unit with Fixed hreas

at Various Fldght Speeds “

The power-plant operation so fm? considered has
been.at a.design operating speed. Some fecto.rsaffecting

.“

1

——
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the .operat:on..o$a given @t. at”oth& than design speed .
will be considered. For issystem of fixed dimensions the
mass.flow of-air-ent.er$~ th~ duct at stresm.veloclty 1s
proportional to the for,ward.speGif.,..l%eoondlttoq’.that- ‘
the qroduct of the density :and.speodof’the gases at.thd’;
throat of the nozzle Is ptioportionalto the forwerd .
speed must therefore be met; J3emaus?of the lnoreased”
compression.of the air ,at operating speeds above design .
speed, the throat Is ~or? than l~@e.enough for,oper-
ation at design fuel-alr ratio with “theshock w“aveat
the entrance. Pressure and temperature combinations .
giving the required con~itionq at the nozzle,t~oat are
obtalnqd by.either a read.j~tmnt’..wthe”einter~l~lflow
througlh.amovement of the qhock wave,or a change in the
fuel-air ratio. .

. .. .
.,,. ..

Movement of shock’.wave,-Arnovemekt of the shock “.
wave In the duct lb-rdeed by a change in downstream
pressure whether the duct is an expanding or ~ constqnt-
diameter piqe. Experimental verification of these

.phenemena @ nresented In references 4 and 5. In order
to Illustrate the nature of these $henomene, figure 5(a) .
shows the calculated equilibrium conditions between
shock-wave posltlon in a constan$-diameter”pipe and the
pressure..atthe”end of the pipe. This computation was
carried out for a friction factor of 0.003, an entrance
path number d’ 2,0~ end a pipe length of 25.55 diameters, .
which Is the choking length of the pipe for the assumed .
conditions. As the position of the shock wave mgves .
downstream, the increased smount of energy lost in
friction accounts for the drop in pressqre at the end of
the pipe, .Figure 5(b) shows the calculated equilibnlum
between.pressure et the end of an expanding pipe and
the position of t- shock weve. The entrance .Machnumber
is 1.5, the expnnsion angle measured between the walls

of the pipe $s 3,0~,l/all= 13.2, and the friction factor .

Is 0,003. . Small movement af.the shock wave in atapered’
pipe corresponds to considerable pressure regulation. A
larger travel of the shock wave Is needed In a stral@it
pipe. In a rmn-jet.duct with a cylindrical entrsnce pi~e
there Is nn reason why the-shockwave cannot move thr~~gh “
the pipe Into the subsonio diffuser. . . . . . . .

., . ,---
F’i&e 6 shows the change ‘In thrust @f power plants

with Increase in speed at c~n.stantf~l-alr ratio for
two types of entrance. At the lowest Mach number

CONFIDPATIAL
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shown for eaoh. entrance, the shoc~ wave 1s In the extreme
forward position and moves back with an Increase in
forward Mach number. .This type of,reguhtim is advan-
tageous because it Is purely automatic. If the speed
is decreas%d below that at whloh the shok wave Is at
the throat of the supersonic diffuser or the entrance to
the straight pipe, the shock whve moves out In front and
the mass flow and power output are reducbd. Another
result of the movement of the normal shock in front of
the entranoe Is an Increase In the external.pres$ure
drag.

Control by change in fuel-~lr ratio.- In order -to
. obtain increased speeds above design speed or

for fllght at reduce~sp~ed, control is effected by .
regulat~on of the fwI.& ratio.
results obtainable abpve and blow
ing the fusl-atfiratio to keep the
entrance. . .

The curves are com~uted for a

Figure 7 shows ~he
design speed by vary-
shock wave”at the

kit with.entrance-~
pipe for Z/d = 10. E&ranoe and throat area are optimum
for af~l-alr ratio of 0.g33 and a Maoh num%r of 2.0.
The requtred range of fuel-air ratio is from 9..010 to 0.056
for a range of operating Mach number from 1.5 to 2.5.
The curve.of fuel-atr ratio applies to all the thrust
curves shown~ The thrust curves are drawq for tmee
ratios of nozzle-exit srea to combustion-chamberarea:
o.79, 0.89 and 1.o. .Theseareas expand the exhaust
gases to d%osphbrlc pressure at stream Mach numbers
of 1.5, 1.75, and 2, respectively. At higher Mach
numbers the pressure at the nozzle exit is above atmos-
pheric.. The reduced thrust with the smaller nozzle- ~
exit”areas at a given Mach number 1s due to incomplete
expansion of the combustion gases in the nozzle.

A comparison of the thrust.curves of’f’igures6(a) “
and 7 for a ratio of exit area to combustion-ohamber
area of unity shows that the increase in thrust as the’”
speed is Increased from a stream Mach number of 2.0
to 2.5 is 12 percent with a constant i-:;l-~i~ratio of”
0.033 and 77 nercent”--’.V-&Wn~e in fuel-zli ratio. The-
specif’icfuel COIMU.M@hn also drops with change in ftw~-
air ratio (not shown) from 0.70 to 0.63 pound per
horsepower-lmur.

8:“
. .

. .

..
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Effeot of Changlmg Design Fuel+ir Ratio
.- .... . ,,. .

A deore.kseIn & fuel=ir ratio for a given oper-
ational .speed and-altltude creates hotter exhaust gases

“ that 00C3UPYa krger volume per pound of gas. The .
ratios of nozzle area to entranoe area are therefore
Imreased to fmmmmodate. the inbreased volume of flow.
A ohange In the destgn fuel-alr.ratto for any given
design speed axxlaltitude neoessltates a ohange in the

1 dimensions of me power plknt6

t Figures 8(a) and 8(b) show powei=plant oharae&r-
Istim at sea level t’m two design values of fuel+lr
ratio. The stream Mm3h mmiber 18 1.5. The tiozzleaxit
az+eas A7 are.the proper size to expand the exhaust

/,
gases to atmospheric presmu%. m design thrust per
square foot of mmbustlon-ohamber area at a fuel-air
ratio of 0.033 is 1950 pounds. If the mixture is given
all the fuel that cah be burhed$ fuel-air ratio of 0.067,
P/Ab IS 2390 pounds per square foot. The primary
reason why the thrust dld not Inorease more rapidly Is
the reduotion In mass flow “(v4 Is reduced from 300 to
230 fps) to make the nozzle-exit area equal to the

. combustion-ohamberarea. At V4 = 248 feet per second
the veloolty at the exit of the combustion chamber
reatihesthe speed of sound, or ohoklng takes place.
This velocity is ~rked by a vertical llne on figure 8(b).
Ho higher velocity Is possible at this fuel-air ratio.
Beoause of the high flame temperatures with a fuel~ir
ratio mot’0.067, ohoklng takes place ~t a lower value of V4

.~ for l~er mixtures. A nozzle desigqed for this..
.oondltion would have no thrmt but WOU3SImerely flare
outward. The thrust per square foot of this power plant

,. iS 244o pounds. ““

A ram.jet desigped for 8.fue~-air ratio of 0.033 at
35,

Y
feet has entrance and nozzle-throat areas.of

0.3 3 and 0.908 sq~re foot per~.squarefoot of ccmibustion-
ohamber area. From 8 series of figures suoh as 8(a) and
8(b) it oan be determined that for this design to operate
at sea level with the shook wave at the entrance a fuel-

5 air ratio of 0.048 is reqvlred. The extra thrust so
derived my be used for acceleration or cllnib.
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. The purpose of a peq~prmade-p=meter bStudy:lS tq
relate .fheknowledge in t~ particular field and deter-
mine froh the relaticmships of this:knowledgethe i@lu-
ence of eaeh pa-rmeter on performance possibilities In
the ltght of.pxist$ng data. .NO experlti8ntaldat~ exist
on the drag of bodies and wings at supersonic speed
other th”anfor the.si~lest. sh~pes.. SlmFle body and
wing shapes, such es the cylinder, the cone end the
wedge, were tharetore ohosm! es..the .basls& cdmput.ation.
The eccuracy of.the .ll~t.W& dreg resu~ts computed from
equations av.e.llablefpr these simple slidpesIs sufficient
for estab>lsl.ing‘trends..Knowledge.in the field of
supersonic flew, however.,Is tod~~ In e s.tsteof rapid .
growth. As theoretical .and..e~e~~nta.l drag data for
more complex shapes become avalleble, these shepes may
be.shown.to be sup.er~orto the simple shapes herein.’:~.
considered;.therdfore,thqresults.given in the present..
paper tend to be conservative. . . . . . - .

..In”making a ~%rformanoe.-pfiameterstudy m~.vari-.
ables must be fixed at mean or accepted values.in order .,
to investigate %he’rnainparameters.involved.. For .. .t

. . example, sIL external surfaces are assumed to be.
perfect.ly.smooth and without.protuberances of any kind. ,
If it bqcomes necesssry to”~dd various items t~pt raise
the externel drag above that of alsmooth body, the .
results herein presented will be Unconservsti:v’e.

‘ Thq.f.llawhg study of the perf.o%dnce of supersonic
airplanee.powered with rem-compression enginds Is pre-
sented.as-.snGnglneerlng.epproxti~tlbn ef.the possi-
bilities of such airplanes. The effects of.wef~t, wing
area,”frontal area, end altitude on the possible speed
and r-e perform-e of twb families of aikpi’bnes..erp.
shown, As experiem.e makes more.ex~ct lmo”wledgee~.alla-
ble, these estlma~es of’performance @ossibilities”and
trends will have:te .be~ree.valua”ted.~.“. . . ... ... .. , ..

.. J ...’ . .
Descriitt”ionof Aibpldne Uhar.sitbristi.cs. “ ~.. ... :.... . . .

The speed .and’rangeperformances are computed for
airplenes housing e single power plant in a fuselage of
the same diameter es the power plmt. Computations are
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performance As amu~ed tor the basIc desk con-

“(1) The

(2.) The

(3) The
10 or 15.

1

(4) The
and a double-clr.=ular-arcsect$~ Sxeopt wh&& diamond-
sect&on alrfolls are i~tp~~ced %Q show the effect of a
cha~e In section. The sectlcm thickness is to be
meesured In”a plane parallel to th~ air stream, A study “
of reference 3 shows thet the wh -drag equations used

Fherein (appendti D) apply with su fialent acouPacY if
the shock wave is att~ched to the Jesdlng ed e.

f
Aside

from the restrictions statad, the plan form s not
speci$ied. Induced tip losses are nssumed to be negli-
gible. If necessary? this ccnditton can be met by
making the angle between the tip line and the stream “
‘dlrectlongreater than the Mach aqgle (ret’erenca
All lift Is assizmedt~ b~ oarrled -onthe wing.

.
Speed ~ r .

“ Phares 9(a] and 9(b) show the speed of two
& mm-jet “wI*”s-with k&h-dimter- ratios of 10 WI
15 at .an altitude @f 60,000 feet, The speeds are plotte.ti
with coordinates of weight per

and w$ng loadlng “?V/Sw, where
A Is the power-plant aid also

unit power-plmt area W/A
W iI$the gross weight,
the fusel~e frontal area,
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and Sw is the “wingaxala~ The-w~& area used does.not
Include‘the area proj~cted.$kqugh the”ftise~e, The
curves are for inlet ma n~zzlQ areas designed for the
.hpeeds shownmand the nozzle desigps ~e. unco~~remised
for othep ~pqeds Weight pem u@t”ppwq~-plan# area is
a quantl$y ~amq~jg~ *9 p~y~E ~e@~~~ e~ “~”~onvbntlonal

~engine pe~a~~ @* *X@* .$Y?@p~ey 9 @ porles of geo-
metrically slmllar ram-jet units are prop~rtional to
frontal area. The fact that power 1s proportional to
frontal area makes the speed charts applicable regardless
of the size of the units. Nfiimportant scale effects
enter the yroblem as with the conventional airplane
engine, f’o~which power per unit frontal area of’the
engine is much greater in the larger units,

. .

, ..

,

If the”angle of attsck of a wing in flfght at super-
sonic speed Is too great, an excessive blocking of the
air stresm occurs. The _shockwave then is deteched from
the leading edge and f’orms a bow wave, and the drag
Increases.. At a E?achnumber of 1.5 Vae highest obtaln-
ablelift coefficient for circular-arc aectlons with a
thickness ratio of 5 percent.is approxLwately OY!I. The
performance curves for this -l!achnumber are accordingly
terminatSd at a wing loading corresponding to this lift
coefficient. The limitirx”velues are higher at higher
Mach numbers and are off the charts. “

The use of the s>eed chart will be illustrated by
examples,

Example l.- For a fll.ghtMach number of 2.0 what
is th~ mos~ yorable wing loading and tiaximumtotal
weight that c“anbe ooarriedby a ram.-jetairplane with .
a power-plant area of 1 square foot at m altitude of
60,000 feet? Solution: From figure 9(a) the most
favorable wing .loadihgis 85 pounds per square foot and
the total weight may be 1100 pounds if the over-all
length is 10 dismeters. If the over-all length is
15 diameters, figure g(b) shows the same wing loading
to be optimum md thp.weight to be 895 pounds,

85 lb-”” -.Same as eXample 1 (wing loadlng of
exoapt that the power-plant area is

10 s’quarefeet. Solution: .Yhemaximum weight for’ “
z/d = 10 is 11,000 pounds mid for L/d = 15 is
8950 pOUIidS. “ ,

. .
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“y~iw loa~w O* 85 l$w’ f~) beat
- What could the wel ht of t4e airplanes

Or examp e.
71)‘35@00-:feet? (2)”at 8uR level?. Solution: -(1).”l?nom
figues 9(c)...nd9(d), 1990 ..d 163Q pounds could be
supported at 35,500 feet, about an 80-percent increase
in carr~ng capacity. (2) From figure 9(e), 1900 pounds
could be supported at sea level.

-J5?w .- What could the weight of-the airplane
eet if the wing’ loadi~ .wime o“p”timum-for

this altitude? .Solut~onZ From figures 9(c)’and ~(”d)“
at a#2@ht Whch humber @ 2.0 and a wing load@@ of
270 POUWSI

8

e“r”lsqutirqfoot, the weight ca”paclties~e
355::~d ~ ~po”~dsm” . . , .

. . . .. . . . #
Rang.. ‘

.. ....,. . . .“
Ramges obtainable by the airplanes for Z/d = 10

represented in figures 9(a) and 9(c) are given In
figures”lO(a) and 10(b) for”tne dame conditions of
operation; that 1s, for the sail.altitude, speeds, and “’
combinations of W/A and W/&. These r.nges are based.
on the assumption that the fuel weight is 50 percent of “
the gross weight. The r&nge, however, is proportional
to the percentage of fuel carried and the ranges for any “
other amount of fuel carried may be obtained by pro-
portion.

“W .- Find the range of the ram-jet airplane
of examp e wing loading of 85 lb/sq ft) if the fuel
load is 50 percent df the weight fid Z/d = 10.. Solution:
~om figure lo(a) the range at 60,000 feet is 1225miles.

.- Find the range of the ram-jet airplane
%%% 35,500 feet altitude.of examp e .Sbltitlon:From

figure 10[b) the range Is 690 miles. .

,5s5JF?%H’-
What is the range,at .n”Qlti@de of

-the optjmmm wi~.loadhg”$ s”u.qpd? ~ “
Solution:,..From”““figure”10(b), at-a wing loadhg of
270 pounds per .aqua.re-fmtthe range.ls.1225 miles,”..+

, value iden~~a>.,w~th thatiqb$ainable.at 60”@O0 fe.bti:---
. “ ,. : ,1- .. .

,.

.&t,l~s tLi&.ng~ of=”a.gea-levelldesi~
%%#:; ; - “similar. o . . a~rpl~q of.example..1it ~50.perbent”o-f-‘the

I .:..“.’. .“. ‘... “.... ●...,. . .. .. . .. ...-:.-“%-” “.. .

I —
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weight -isfuel load? sOi@lcm: Figure.lb(c) shows that
the range at e wing loading of 85 pounds per square foot
has d.ropqed:to190 miles. .~?Xzt~emelyhigh wing loading
Is needea for a more favoraple range.

.. .

Effect of Wing Section on~peed

‘“The”total wing dr~ at supersonic speed is sub- .
stantially the s.um.ofthe pressfie drag ciueto,wing
section, the pressure drag due to llft, snd the skin-
frictlon drag. If the drag due to wing section Is
reduced, the drag due to llft or weig!!tcan be Increased -
a like amount for a Zven speed.

!!
Y~r thin sect~ons the

drag of a symmetric wedge section is three-fourths
the drag of a double-aircular-sm section, and the
section drag Is proportional to the square of the section
thickness ratio. Sigure n(a) shows a gain In carrying
oapacity of 8 percent for a change from the circular-~c
to thg wedge section and a gain of 51 percent for a
change to zero thicbess ratio. Figure n(b) gives the
same ~ercentage increases in range if fuel load remains
50 percent of the gross wai~t.

. . Effect of Size on Performance ““ -

It has already been gointed out that speed and
range are functions of the parameters W/A and W/Sw;
however, the possible values of W/A depend on the size
and proportions of the airplane. The value of W Is
dependent on the fuseldge length or length-diameter
ratio and also on the fuselage area A. Consequently
the ratio of W to A is elso dependent on A. Because -
of the relatively small wings of a supersonic airplane,
W depends on the wing area to a smaller extent “thanon
the fuselage size. The weight depends”on,“first, the
structural weights and, second, the available space for
cargo and the oargo density. In order to obtain some
idea of the mirlatlon of W/A and W/’Sw with A,.

structural weights were roughly estimated end a cargo
of a derisityequal to that of fuel, or 45 pounds per “ “ .
cubic foot, WPS essumed to occupy all available space
in both wing and fuselage. No allowance was..m~dp”fop
metal-wall thicknesses In comouting cargo space. The
manner of estimating structural weights and volumes is
ddsoribed in appendix B. The resulting values of
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fuselage’‘&ea,:which @hould be consMered merely oom-
parat-ivebeoase, of’.the assumptions Involved,Aare shown
,by ~he dashed lima of’f’igure 12 for length-dixuneter
PatLo5@’. 10”.&@ 15 ● Values of’ W/A increase rapidly
with”,lqcreaseS~(~ A. ....

Ranges ad~ computed for the idealized case In whloh
no “allowanoeis wade for the weight of contnls or fixed .
equi~ent and the total cargo is fuel. Figure U.(a)
shows that the range Increases”markedly with an Increase
in the size parame~er A. The atrplane with the larger
over-all length-di~eter ratio is smaller for the sme
range. For ex~ple, @e curve for a range of )+00miles -
intersects the curve for a frontsl smea of ~ square feet
on f’igure12(a) and the cumve ‘fora fnontal area of
2 square feet on figure 12(b). The llmttation of cargo
space for fuel on a supersonic airplane is responsible
for the variation of range with size and length-diameter
ratio.

Figure 13, which is plotted from the s&me compu-
tation as figure 12, shows how the range varies with
gross weimt and wing loadl . The values obtained are
only comparative. Figure 13Ta) shows that a very large
gross weight corresponds to the larger ranges for a
length-diameter ratio of 10, The minimum wei@t is
160,000 pounds for the 1200-mile range. Figure 15(b)
shows that the same range is obtainable at a ~oss
wei~t of 63,000 pounds If the length-dimaeter ratio
is 15 ● It is concluded that the gross weights need not
be nearly so great to have good range for the larger
length-diameter ratio.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Calculations for the supersonic continuous-flow .
ram-compression power plants demonstrate faverable thrust “
and economy characteristics. For example, with a
cylindrical entrance pipe in which the normal-shock loss
occurs, a fuel-air ratio of C).OJ-, c fM.@t Ikclhnwnber
of 2.0, “andstandard sea-level aL density, the computed
thrust is 3000 pounds per square foot of cross-sectional
area and the specific fuel consumption is 0.65 pound per
thrust-horsepower-hour. .Ccmputationsshow that It Is
possible to operate a f’ixeddesign over a r-e of

—
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.

supersonlc speeds and that the thrust can be regulated
by chsnglpg the amount”of fuel ,injeoted. m. .

Calculations made on simple pilotless airplanes between
fltght Mach numbers of 1..5and 4.0 demonstrate favorable
performance possibilities. For example, for a body with
a conical nose, a cylindrical body and a wing and a tail
of circular-arc sections”and 5-percent thickness ratio,
level-flight speeds up to a l,lachnwiber of 4 and a range
of 1200 miles were calculated.

Langley l..emorialAeronautical Labciratory
National Advisory Committee for “Aeronautics

Langley Field, Va.
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SUBSONIC CONTI~OUS-FLOW
..

RAM-CQMPRESSIOM POWER PLANTS
.,

The subsonic power plant diffsrs frm the suPer- .“
sonic power plant’In the shape of the entrance region
~d the exhaust nozzle. Alr entering a subsonic ram-
compression power plant is partly “compressedexternally.
The leading edge of the duct, or ehtr.antelip, should .
be roqnded to prevent high external drag. Also,the
exhaust veloolty is less than the local speed of sound
In the exhaust gases at d~soharge. If the duct were
frlctlonless and no heti were.addad, the total pressure
(stagnation pressure).at exit would equal the total
pressure at Inlet. Under these drcumstances, when the
pressure of the exhqust”.gasesis reduced.to “atmospheric.
pressure, the local M~ch ntuaberof the exhaust stream
Is equal to the Mach number of the entering qtream,.or
the flight Mach number. ~th frlction”snd lieatcause a
reduction in tntal pressure. The local Mach number d’
the.e.xheustgmes when expanded to atmospheric pressur8
must then be less than the flight I.!achnumber- The
subsonic power plant therefore raquires a simple con- .
verging nozzle rather than the converging-diverging“ “
nozz10 Qf the super-sonicpower Plant, The ssme “
assumptions and methods of computing.performance are
used for subsunic power”plants as for supersmic. pqwer
plants except that the.inoomlng.air does not pass
through a shock wave. ..

Figures U(a) and 14(b) =how subsonio-power-plant “
data similar to the supersonic data of figure”3. Msxl-
mum thrust at a Mach number of 0,4 Is 96 pounds per
square foot -offrontal area. At a Mach rnamberof 0.8
the maximum thrust is 440 pounds per square foot, ~r the
thrust varies about as the square of the speed. The
thrust curve is very flat, so that v4 may be-selected
from mnslderations” other than thrust, such as low
combustion-chsmber velocity, to simplify the burner-
Installationproblem. The fuel rate is proportional to

so that the power plant is least economical at high
:&;ue8 ~-

m“

— ..
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. .

Nozzle-exit area (expressed as a f’ractlonof the
combustion-’ehamberarea) ia the only significant area
in the subsanic ram jet. (The nozzle has no throat.)
From the standpoint of control of the internal flow, it
makes no important difference what part of’the compres-
sion takes place externally snd what nert, .lnternally.
The size of the entrance is tinereforenot critfcal.
a given forward speed the value of
mainly by the exit area.

v~ is determinedAt

Figure I-4(a)sh~~sO~~:t, at a
Mach number of 0.4 and an exit erea

5 ‘ ‘4
is 110 feet per second mid thrust 1s at its peak. At a ;

Mach number of 0.8 (fig. 14.(b)).the ssne exit again
places the thrust near its peak.. From this observation
it is apparent that a given exit area gives neazzlythe
ssme power-economy compromise regardless of Stream Mach
number~ In other words, a subsoriicram-jet power plant
will operate consistently.over a wide.speed renge. To
a first degree of a?proxlmation, the internal velocities
are proportional to the strearz!#e.chnumber, as is normal
for a duct system of fixed dimensions.

Figure 14(c) shows, for a fwl-air ratio of ~.053, the
maximum thrust and corresponding specific fuel consump-
tion et various subsonic Mach numbers. The upper th~ust
curve shows the thrust available with an open-nose cowl-
ing and tinelower one shows for an extreme case the
penalty for running the air through e duct at high speed

~=@ .The duct has a length giving an over-all

Z/d of 10. The specific fuel consumytton for the sub-
sonic rsm .ietis extremely noor; the specif’lcfuel con-
sumption h~s a value
horsepower-hour at a
without limit es the

●

of about J-pounds-of.fuel per
i!achnumber of -0.8 and increases
speed decreases.

.

. .

.

. .
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APPENDIX B
Q, ,,,,,.....

CONDITIONS USED IN ANALYSIS: . .

The conditions used in the analysis are listed in
detail.below and their applications.me demonstrated in
appendix DS - . .

(1) One-dimensional-flowtheory is assumed to hold .
with sufficient accuracy.

(2) The friction‘nressure drop in the entrsnoe pipe .
(if one is used) is oomputed with -afrigtlon factor

‘2, 3/d2 is the entrance=pipe leng$h-diam~ter ratio &d

q2,3 is the average dynamio rmessure in the pipe. The .

flow is compressible and the momentum pressure drbp is
computed. A friction factor f of 0.003 iS used for .
all e~ternal surfaces In addition to qressure drags.

(‘) The instantaneous values of the ratio of specific
heats y used for air ~nd for the products of combustion
are given in figure 15(a). The corresponding average
values between 0° F absolute snd the temperature in
question ~ are given in figure 15(b). The values of
the gas constant used for the products of combustion are
given in figure 15(c). These values are computed from
speci.fio-heatequations and constants obtained from
reference 6.

.(4)The exp~dlng (subsonic) diffuser used with
the pipe entrance is assumed to have a total-pressure
rec~very equal to 90 percent of the reduction in dynamic
pressure-t~ough the diffuser. .

(5) The fuel IS added at the.entrance of the .com-
bust$on chamber. The momentuqlrequired to bring the
fuel up to combustion-chamber velocity is charged as a
momentum pressure 10s8. . .... . . .

(6) The friction pressure loss In the combustion
chamber is taken as 10 percent of the average of the
lrdtial-and final dynamic pressures infithecombusticm
chamber. The lower.heating yalue of the fuel is
19,000 ~itlsh .the~al units per pound. . “ ~j

1 — .—.
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(7) The heat lost through the combustion-chamber
walls is treated as a reduction in combustion efficiency.
The values of combustion efficiency assumed for various
fuel-air ratios are given in figure 16.

(8) The exhaust nozzle is assumed to have a velocity
coefficient of 0.97 when o~eratlng et design pressure o
ratio or es en underexpanding nozzle. .IJOcomputations
were made for overexpmding nozzles.

(9) Performance data for e supersonic diffuser
capable of operating et Mach numbers at and shove 1.673
were obtained from reference ~. This diffuser is used
as the basis of performance calculations of pawer plants
with design Ilechnumbers up to 2.0. This diffuser has
a contraction ratio (ratio of’entrmce to throat area)
of 1.137. The included engle bdtween the walls of the
cmtracting Gone is 13°, and thd Included angle between
the walls of the expending cone Is 3°. The test values
of total-pressure-recoveryratio under the ideal
operating condition in which t-nenormal shock wave is
located very near the”thro~t is given in figure 17.
This operating condition is referred to herein as a
lldesl~{~conditlcn. Otlierpositions of the norr.lalshock
wave result in a reduced zressure-rscovery ratio.

(10) Fnr ram-jet motors having en entr~ce pipe and
operattng at.design speed, it is assumed th.eta normal
shock occurs in the entrance end extends completely
across the pipe. The usual equations for e plane shook
disk are used to detarmine the velocity, pressure, and
density ratios across the wwe. These rgtios, shown in
figure 1S, were obtgined from,reference ‘7.

(11) The length of the constent-die~ter entrance
;:g:l:s determined by sub%re.ctingthe length of the

, combustion chm;-her,end subsonic diffuser from
the over-sll length. For this nurpose, the combustion-
chamber length is taken as 2 diameters, and the nozzle
end diffuser are essumed to have cone anghs giving them
en average slope of 1/10;“that is, the nozzle and dif-
fuser lengths are five times the difference in their
respective inlet end outlet diametens.

(12) For computing speed

(a) The wlr@ ere ass-&ed t~ hev.edouble+
circular-arc sections of 5-percbnt th$ckqess ratio in
the free-stream direction, except as otherwise noted.

I



. . . . -. . . . . (b) Ackere”t f a. theory of pressure drag is
applied. . . ..

. .

(o) The tail surfaces have an area equal to ..“
25 percent of the whg. area md have the same sections.

. .
. .

(d) The conical nose has’a half-mgle of.
5m73°, or 0.1 radian. The”equation (from referenoe 2)””
used to estimate the pressure dreg of the nose is thet
applying to the conics+lnose of R very pointed bullet

CD =

‘2 ‘0’” .’*1

.-

where

CD
dreg coefficient besed on frontal area

a half-angle of cone, radians

v/c f’l~ghtHech number

The drag equation for e pointed cone was used in the
computations because no equation for the dreg of an
open-end conical nose was available at the tlinethe
computations were msde. ActUal nose drags would be
higher than those calculated by the foregoing equation
because the flow et the air entrance becomes two-
dimensional.

(13) For.computing ranges the fuel weight In most
instances is taken as 50 percent of the gross weight.
In some instances the proportion of fuel weight 1s esti-
mated by first estimating the structural weights and
volume available for fuel storage. For this purpose
the wing Is chosen with en espect ratio of k, a design
load factor of 4, a thickness ratio of 5 Percent, and a
teper ratio of 2.5. The wing weights obtained are shown
in figure 19. The wing volumes for an aspect ratio of 4
and taper ratto of.2.5 are shown In figure 20(a). The
volumes are thQae generated by the wing seotlons; no
allowance has been made for metal thidmess. In calcu-
lating the aspeot ratio, only thq area and span e~tending
outside the fuselage are used. Fimu?es 20(b) and 20(c)
give volumes of wifigswith aspect ~atios of 2.0 and 1.0
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and infinite taper ratio (pointed tips). Tail weight’
is taken es 15 percent of the wing weight, Fuselage
proporticms used are appropriate for a des%gn “Machnumber
of .2.0. The fuselege is assumed to be”butlt of dural-
umln, but the combustion cl~amherand nozzle are of
steel. T?iefuselage-wall.thic~ess IS given in figure -21
ss a function of the diameter.

. .... . ,

. . . ..% ,

.“.

.“

. . ,

,,
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APPEMDIX”-C- . . .
. . .-

,.
LIST 63?SYMBOLS ..0 .. ..

coefficient of X2 in quadratic e“quatlon t‘.”- “
# +bx+c=O

..
projected frontal area of power plant or ftielage,”
“ Sq ft . . ..

..

area of air-duct ehtrence, sq ft .

projected frontal area of cone,

coefficient or x “in qu~dratic

sqft (A- A2) .“:

equation

speed of’sound, fps; also oonstant term in
quadratic equation

rntio of friction pressure loss in combustion
chamber to everege dynamic pressure

..

drag coefficient

pressure drag coefl?icientof nose

pressure drag coefficient of wing

lif’tcoefficient
,

nozzle velooity ooeffieient

diameter of cylindrical fuselage, ft
.

diameter of air-duct entrance, ft 8

friction factor

ram-jet thrust,

acceleration of

,“ . .

>
‘.. .

lb ..
.

‘2gravity “(32.17 ft/sec )
,.
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stagnation pressure, lb/sq f%

lower heating value of fuel, Btu/lb

mechanical equivalent of heat (778 ft-lb/Btu)

over-all length, ft

length of entrence pipe, ft

length of conical nose, ft

static pressure, lb/sq ft “ “

friction pressure drop, lb/sq ft

dynamic pressure, )lb/sq ft &V2

impact pressure,

range, miles

gas constant for

zss constant for
ft-lb/(°F)(lb)

[z //

lb/sq ft (H - P) .

air (53.3 ft-lb/(°F)(lb))

products of combustion,

area of fuselage surface, sq ft

wing area, sq ft

temperature, %

temperature, ‘F abs..

air or gas speed, fps

speed of rm-jet eir~lane, fps
. .

weight of fuel, lb

gross weight of ram-jet airplane, lb

weight rate of air flow, lb/sec
-. .“

—.- . . . - ..--— . , ,

,
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m

%?”
weight. rate.of.fuel ~low, lb/see.. -..,

a half-angle of conical nose

P half-angle between upper &d lower wing surfaces
at leading or trailing edge

Y ., ratio or specifio heat,at constant gressure to
sp”ecificheat et constant volume ●

7 average value of’ y betwe~n 0° F sbs. and temper-
,ature T.:

Tc combustion efficiency

Vd subsonic-diffuser efficiency

P mass density,”

Subscripts denoting

1 free strem

2 entrance

slugs/eta ft

stations elon~ power-plant duct:

,

3 end of’cylindrical entrance pipe; entrance to
dlfi’user

i

1:

4 end of’ diffuser; entrance to combustion chamber

5 end of combustion chamber; entrance to nozzle
L’

!; 6 nozzle throat

I

7 end of nozzle

I
., ...
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APPENDIX D

METHODS OF COMPUTATION

The method Of computing thrust, maximum temperature,
end nozzle throat and exit area is described below and
an example is calculated In table I. The solution for
these quantities, in general, involves the computation
of the velocity, pressure, density, and temperature at
each of the signlfioant stations. For example the
veloolty, pressure, density, and temperature are lmown
at station 1 in free air and are computed 1P turn at
stations 2, 3, J, 5, and 6 (shown In fig. 1). The first

ccase considered is a ram jet with a pipe entrance and a
plane shock just inside the entrance, the position of
the shock wave for minimum Internal loss. Figure 18,
obtained from reference 7, shows Mach number plotted

dagainst v vl, the retio of velocity after the shock

to the velocity before the shock. The velocity before
the shock Is the speed of the ram-jet alrplqne or the
product of its flight Mach number and the speed of sound

‘1 = Mach number x c1

Also plotted against v VI in figure 18 are the ratiosd
of pressure before and after.the shock p2/P1 ~d of
density before and after the shock p2/pl. Therefore,

with initial or atm.osphric conditions given, the state
of the air after the shock wave in the tube is determined
completely. The temperature is obtained by the gas law

P2
*2=X (1)

The flow through the straight pipe may be solved
graphically or by means of the approximation that the
friction pressure drop is proportional to the product of”
the friction factor, length-diameterratio of the pipe,
and the mean dynamic pressure

(2)
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.
- ~p~. .-. -s- .- - -., , _<.q- ,%.- --- “

~=$ ‘
,.

..
,%:.

Il@Jsubscript 2 refers to a-pglnt near the entrw.ce
behind the shock wave arid3,refers to the exit. The
laws of’energy, momentum, and mass then yield a solution
for v

“- 3 .,
-- —.-.

-b3 - d b32 - 4C3 , , ..,(5) ‘
V5=.

2..
.4

..
where

“=*(-:+ ’v’? “b)
md ~ is the ave-rageratio of speclflc heats for air .
between an arbitrary ternper~turedatum snd the temper-
ature at the station denoted by the subscript
(fig. 15(b)). When ~c5 is equal to b52, the velocity
at station 3 equals the speed of’sound, or choking

A value of 4C b 2 signifiesoccurs.
3

larger than 3

that an impossible flow condition has been nssumed. A
shorter entrance pipe is one remedy for this situation.
The density at station 3 mey be obtained from the con-
tinuity relation

..

P2V2 .

~3=y
(4)

The pressure at stetion ~ may be obtained from the
equation of momentum . .

(5)
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The temperature is obtairfer!lby t&e

.P3

9 = P~@a

where Ra is the gas constant fozr

l@CA AOR“NO, z6D17

general gaa law “ “

(6)

air.

Next the f’lowthrough the diffuser must be deter-
mined. If the subscripts 3 and 4 denote the entrance
and exit of the diffuser, respectively, the equation
expressing the total-pressure recovery as a percentage
of the reduction in dynauio pressyme is

where ~d is t*en &s.o.gc in the Caltiulatims.
stagnation pressure at station ~ is given by the
expression

(7)

‘mm

(8)

and

q3 =H3-p3

. .

If H4 ~d qck are written in the incompressible form

. because of the iow velocity
at this station becomes

at station J, the pressume

(-1 - fid)(~13- ‘3)

The combustion-chamber.mea
The continuity relation gives

is alwam taken as unity.

(9)

P33V3p4 =
‘4- “

(lo)
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,Theequatkn of conservation of e?ikgy ’.la“.-7!.. ...“..- “.... - 0 --.

(11)

r

If’the expressions for p
t

snd pl from equations (9) “
and (10) are substituted n qquati%n (11), the value
Of”v

4.
is given by the quadratic formula

.,k - J-4
‘4 = 2a

4:,

where

‘4

(12)

(12a]

,(12C)

generel g~s law

‘4

(12b)

., The velccity, density, pressure, and tmuperatuxe at
!., station L are determined

i‘ and the
by equations (12), (10), (9),

(13)

}
~ Next the flow through the unit-area combustion
r ohamibermust be considered. Let Wa be air flow and

V$* be fuel flow, both in pounds per second. The

“.
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equation of continuity is . . . ...“ . ‘. ., i

Wr . :.-.

=P4v4+~. :’ :..!?5V5::.“

..
or

v, Wa+wf

b~ L=P4V7 .
5

The momentum equation

‘5+b ‘%
1s.

. . (4)
. .

where g (q4. + q5~ is the friction pressure loss.

Solving for p5 gives . .

.() (’) Wa+wf
P5= “Pi + P4V42 1 - f - P4V4V5 1 ‘. : ~ (15)

d a
. .

The value of C that has been used is 0.1. The equation
of conservation of energy is

where.

J mechanical equivalent of heat (778 ft-lb]Btu)

H.V. assumed lower heating”value of the fuel
(19,000 Btu/lb)

~c . combustion efficiency (fig. ).6)
,

7 average tor products of combustion. “

Substituting P5 and P5 from equations (1.4.)and (15)

into the energy equation gives the solution for the
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-s. . . . . . . . . . . . .

veleolty at exit f’romtb C-tiistion”clikinber““ksa ‘quad-
ratic b~uathn wit&

.“.

‘5 =
“.

where
. .

.,-

27=
.2 .

b5=-

()
-c “751+=+1

,.

?5=1

(16)

(16a)

(16P)

and V 1s average for produ6ts of c~mbustion
(figo”15(b))o - - . .

A graphiaal solutioqfor v
2

is given in f@ure 22
for the values of the”combusti np~ameters used in this
rePorta The gas law is again employed for the temper-
ature.

(17)7! .%””~ %mo” - . .
.. ●

The equat.j.mn used to o%~~m the crltlcal pressure
at the tbroati.j,s

P6 I “- ‘.*WI”*’18)‘P5 y+l

. .:...- -- .:=..
For” simpMCitY, y in.equati&s ~“1~”)“and(19) may be
taken for the temperat~e at the end of combustia,
(fig; 15(a)); Tti other values at the throat are .
obtaine& by the following eq~ations~ o

. .
. .

l“-
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. . r2 ‘+- .1i“P5V52
=T5 ~ — — s (19)

+ y(y + 1) P5
. L -1
;/“,

..:. .-.p6 .... ... . . . ‘. vf....-. .... (20)“““.%-=: q..:.~:. -b......, , ... . ,, .-. .. ,
. h.”.

.

. ...where.Y4s~”~a
(f’f’gg~:(a).).

(21)

lns~”ti%mmous for pr”~dudts~f-combustion..*..,~.. .
The cent.fi~ltyrelRtion,b6t&,qn ~“tatlons5

h .“,”
,.

% ~5v5,—=”
&j P6v~ “ “’ .’ “ :(22). . .~.

The condfil.ms ai Stetion 7, the nozzla exit, are
obtained in a stila.r.manner, The tsmper.at~e“jat .
station 7 Is first guessed antith~ instsntaneo.usv.slue
of y fcm the average temperature is used. ‘Thefol-
lowi~ equations-are- used:

.

.“ e ““

L)T ~ %7 .“., ”,. . ‘7= .5P. ..-
, . . .. L.. .

. .

(23)

(24)

where Cv .is :aveloot.ty

tiOn in the nozzle, The

coefficient alloWing for frio-
value Cv = 0,97 was used for
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under-emending snd-dqsIgn-pressure-ratio nozzles. T@
density at-statlon7 is -

p7 = p? ”.’
q“’

and the 8rea is given by

(25)

(26)

The expression for thrust’consists of three terms; the
first gives the thrust from the acceleration of the air
mass, the second gives tlie””.thrustfrom the acceleration
of the fuel mass, and the third becomes effective if the
exhaust pressure is sbGwe atmospheric. The thrust per
square foot of frontal srea is

F
— = P4V4p?
%

- v,) + :*.7+ (P, - PJ* (27’)
. .

Supersonic Dfff&er

A converging-diverging supersonic diffuser may be
used in place of the inlet pipe and subsonic diffuser.
Available data are in the form of a totsl-pressure-
recovery ratio for the csse in which the dynamic pressure
after diffusion is negligible so that the totel pressure
iS e“qU&ltG the Static pressure. In the present case
the dynamic pressure titer diffusion (stationL) is
small but not negligible. The total pressure H~ iS
given with sufficient accuraoy by

.,
‘4 = P4 + ; P4V42 “

bf or ..
t,. . 0H%

1 HI = P4 + * p4m?42
,. . . ,

. .

.

—. —.. .— — —
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H
4The test values of - “mavailable”(fig. 17) should hold “
‘1.

.—

with good accuracy in this equation as-long as

is not large. $ubstltuting .

and solving for

~4=3.-
gRaT4

Pk gives

(

. H~”

HI — JHI;

‘4=—
~+JK-

2@l T
a4

The temperature is obte~ned from the energy relation

(29)

(30)

By continuity the supersonic entrance area AZ Is given

by .

‘2 m—=

%
“ P~v~

(31)

The valoclty
‘4

is chosen or a series of values are

investigated. The equations are applied inthis order:
(30), (29), (28), (31). Equations (28) to (31) can
easily be transformed to yield VL when A2 is given.

H
The value of A is given for the shock wave just , ,

‘1
behind the section of smallest diameter (throat). This
shock-wave position gives the highest diffuser efficiency
possible. The efficiency obtainable depends on the con-
traction ratio, which is the entrance area divided by



. .
the diff%se&throat area.

re’fe?ence’4) gives ‘values

::::rof 3..137.There is
. at whioh the flow

37

Fl@n’e 17 (from fig. 8 of

9
‘f H1 for a contraction

a lower llmit to the Mach
can be started with a ~lven.

contraction ratio, The curve is ended at the li~ltlng
Mach number.

Speed
.

The wing drag 1s calculated for double-circular-arc
airfoils by Ackeretls theory. Ustng p . to represent
the half-angle between the upper and lower surf’acesat
the leading or trailing edge gives as the fo~la for
the pressure-drag coefficient of the”’wing

4 P2 2 \/(v\c)2 - 1
CDW = 3777T7

+’ CL
4

(32)

and

.

An
of

approximate formula used for pressur”e-dragcoefficient
the conical nose based on wing area is

a2 $ logecDn =
4

w
a2 [( V/c)2 - ~

where

a half-angle of Lone

Sw wing area

Af projected frontal area of cone (A - A2)”

A “ frontal area of cylinder

‘2 entrance area .

(33)

—- .-—
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An expression for the surface krea of””thecylindrical
body and conical nose is ..

‘f=md(z-zn~+”m~zn ‘“ ,
..

where

‘ over-all length

Zn length of nose

d diameter of cyltnder . .

‘2 entrance diameter

Putting

‘n = 5(d - ‘2)

gives
. .-

The friction-drag coefficient iS taken as 0.0060 for the ..
wing, and the fuselage-surface friction-drag coef~icient—

based on wing area is 0.0030#-. Tail-surface shape and
w

friction drag are considered to be 25 percsnt of those
for the wing, so that the cor~esponding terms for the
wing are multiplied by 1.25 to allow for tail drag.
Equating.thrust to drag for a unit with A as frontal area
in square feet and utilizing the foregoing expressions
for dreg coefficient gives

. .

.
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F

x
{

= *WF 1.254 - 62 .+. <1.25 )(oioo60j “ c’”
.. -...,,

3@Fz - ‘-. . .

. . .. .. . ..

“I’w’e+=,,i l.& ~, 4

.()

+—
.. gvz . 4 a ~/)Vc= 13

.2

}

..

Sf.
+ O.00* . “. . . (34)w

,. .. .. .,
me required ratio A/sw may now be calculated for a .

given flight Mach number V/c and wing loading W/Sw.

Range

The basic equation for range Is the expression for
miles per pound of fuel

dR Miles per hour—=
dW Pounds of air per hour x Fuel+lr ratio (35)

In supersonic fli~ht the inlet velocity equals fli~ht
speed VI and the inlet density is atmospheric

density pl. With an entrance area *2‘
rate of air flow In pounds :~erhour is

Substituting this ewression in equation

60
dR V1 3?!
z= 360@p~v@2

wa/w&

the wei@2t

(35) gives . :

.

—— .— -- —
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and the flight speed qance@.~ -SOthat. .. “.. “

. .

If ftil-air ratio.
used to represent
Is

R

.

.
. .

. .“

)““ha’ .
m 5.887 x lo-6(~ .-
~w =

P,& .

and altitude are constant and

the weight of fue1, the range

(15e 887 X 10-6 ~, f
=

P1A2

. .

. .

‘f ‘=
in miles

(36)

. . . . .

.“. .
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TAME I.- ILLOS*RATIVEEXAMPLE

I Given o Mach number = 2.5 PI = u.u9072129hdcu ft

Altitude = 55,500 ft
)er are. . 1 a.q ft

PI = i185.9 lb/aq ft

0.35687 SQ ft VI = 21+25A3fP8

T1 = 392.6 “F abs.
Pip* = 8..575 Pd31-ti P.tiO = 0.033

I Combumt Ion-chunb,
Dwrmce area . I
Im@h-dlamter ratio d e%t,r...e

I

Qumtity Equntion

V2From fig.18, ~ . O.JOQ ‘r
1

V2 = 727.6 fpa

~
= 3.333

p2 = 0.00404 Sldcu ft .’
h

P2= 5462lb/aqft

P2
K = 7.125

APf 2f* (qp + q~)

‘5
p2 - P2V2(V3 - V2) - APf

‘3
—
Ppa

I r.

Equation S.ub.titutlon
mmb.r

solution

(1)
3462 839.9“Fnba,

(0.00Z401L)(32.17)(55.3)

(3. ) (2)(1.398)

{

5L62 +[1. }1(o.oo5)(8.675jj(727.6)
‘1.598[1+12)(o.oo3)(S.LW5)]+1 (0.00240L)1727.6)

-30LQ.6

(Jb]
1.398-I

[
2(1.598) Y+62

X — + (727.6)
1.398P. 2(0.005)(8.675)-J+ 1 1.398- 1

21 1,714,600
0.002404 1

(3)
-(-30&6) - -)2 - ~(l,7ti,600) 747.14fpa

(4) (o.ooAlo4)(727.01
747J+ o.do2340sl@XI ft

(2) 2(0,003)(8.675)(0.002404)(727.6)2, (0.0023LO) (71+7.4)2
2 67.2lb/,q rt

2

(5) I %62 - (o.oo24a4)(727.6)(747.4- 727.6)-67.2 ] ,560M/sq ft

[01 3360
(0.002;kO)(32.17)(53.3]

837,L‘Fnbs.

I 1

(6) ‘360[’+(-)(%$1* 4057lb/sqft

(12.)
‘“9(*) - ‘

2.1611

(i2b] 2(1.398) 4057 - II - 0.91(1+057 - j360~
(1.398 - 1) (0.0023~0) (7h7.4) [0.3569)

%’% (=} (7~7.4)2

-114,876.

(120) 10,643,000

(12) -(-44876) - V(-44876)2 - ld2.16b) (10, b43,000~ .?39.9 fpa
2(2.164)

I 1

(lo) (0.0023kO)(0.3569)(747.4~
239.9 0.0024M●lugjcu ft

NATIOUL AOVISORY
CCUHITT2SRIRA2ROlAtiCS

z

!2
o.

*
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TAUJE 1.- lLWSTSATI VII 2XJJPLE - Concluded

II,U.ntl ty E4uatlon IIEcw:w:rn Substlt.tlon I solution I

I % I H3 - ~d 5+2-(1-!M) (H5 - Pj) I (9)I I 3920 lb/aq ft I
I ‘b I I (15) I (0.002602 (;%.17)(55.5)

399 I 678.6 ‘F ubs. I
b5

“56 l)+ ‘ “:”’ [~ + “ 6- ‘)]

5

‘“a) -**[(0 ”002’O;O’2’9”9 + “9”96 - ‘)1

39” -7042

‘5 i,(~+~~+ 1[~ 2 + ‘L2+ 5~w~;:i;;;c “6’) ,.,5;(:?;) + ,[- o:~.z +‘2’’”’’2+(50”:’TI”11)1)]
5,631A500

+
‘5 (161 -(-?U2)- (-70J@12-~15.61h500) 920.5 fP,

~b>l.a .nr

‘5 5
(lII)

~. (“””+kx%) 0.0007007slug/cu Ct

P5 P,+ P,,,,( -;) - PLv,v,fi + $-
,15)

( J ( ,yy)
3920 t(o,0c12602) (2j9.9)2 1- ~ - (o. oo2602] (2j9.9 )(920.51 1+~

,,, 3L57 lb/aq rt

T5
L
P.jERc

(17] 31L57
(0.0007007,(32.17](53.73)

2854 ‘F abs.

I P6 I [ 1
~?-1

~5v5P5++
T-1 I (18)

[
34571* +

1.305 - 1
T(Y + 1) P5 (1.305)(1.305+ 1)

I I J_ I I _LM-
(0.0007007)(520.’)21.305-’

3JA57 1
2051 lb/qrt

‘6
[

y-l P@
T5L+—

7+1 Y(Y + 1) 1 (19)
‘q- + (1.3;;;::,;.; +,, ‘0”000q;;920””2

P5 1 2526 ‘F .bn.

‘6
a2_ (20] 2051
ss=’r~ ~17)(53.73](2526)

0.000U97 alu~cu I_t

‘6 m (21] ~(1.317)(32.17’)(5j.73)(2526) 2598 fpe
1

Pp5
‘dA5 (22]

[0.0007G07)(929.5)

Q6~6 (0.00011697)12398)
0.5726

-1

[175?7
(25]

T7 T5 : z,%t~-w
1766 ‘F .bs.

J&
77T7

“7
.— + “52 (24) [ ~~;;;(:8~4)~(1.370)(1766,]0.972(3,.17,(53.75) (’

77-1 1.370 - 1 + (920.5)2 3906 fPs

I ‘7 I I (25) I L85.9
(32.17)(53.73)(1766)

0.0W1592 al”.s/c.uft I
0-.. I I

I (26, I
(0.0007007)(920.5)
(0.0001592)(3906) I 1.037 I

I I UW
F/A~ v4v~(v7 - Vl) + =7 + (P7 - rq)~

~4 I (27)
I

{0.0D26021 (259.9)(3906 - Z&25) + J
(0.002602](239.91(39061 , ~

30/1 I 10C6 lb/,q ft I

z
o
●
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m
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Fig. 3C NACA ACR No. L6J)17
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Figure 3.- Continued.
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Fig. 5a NACA ACR No. L6D17.
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Fig. 9C NACA ACR No. L6,D17
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Fig. lla NACA ACR No. L6D17
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Figs. 15c,16 NACA ACR No.” L6,D17
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